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12 of 12 review helpful Clumps of text missing By Customer I don t know how the text of this book was captured but 
there are several passages where it is obvious that text is missing or there is extremely poor writing and even poorer 
editing Also the character recognition software often substituted h for b All this makes for passages that are distracting 
and discouraging 3 of 3 review helpful Set against the turbulent backdrop of the Italian Renaissance this alternate 
history takes place in a world where real faith based magic exists Our hero is Damiano Dalstrego He is a wizard s son 
an alchemist and the heir to dark magics But he is also an innocent a young scholar and musician befriended by the 
Archangel Raphael who instructs him in the lute To save his beloved city from war Damiano leaves his cloistered life 
and sets out on a pilgrimage seeking About the Author R A MacAvoy is a highly acclaimed author of imaginative and 
original science fiction and fantasy novels Her debut novel Tea with the Black Dragon won the John W Campbell 
Award for Best New Writer She has also written the Damiano trilogy 
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